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Dimetis mX Media ExchangeTM

BUSINESS BENEFITS
•	Reduces time-to-market
•	Grows with you using a 

scalable system architecture
•	Protects your business with 

redundancy & high availability
•	Prevents unauthorized usage 

of content
•	Reduced TCO with simplified 

setup/configuration and time 
saving.

Dimetis mX Media Exchange is a powerful media workflow automation platform for 
broadcasters, service providers and content creators. It provides comprehensive 
management, automation and transfer of large files with enhanced metadata handling for 
video and audio files while providing an elegant user experience. mX Media Exchange 
enables the creation and management of complex file-based workflows and easily connects 
with 3rd party systems (transcoders, file checkers, workflow and process systems, WAN 
accelerators, wrappers, NMS’s, storage, planning tools and 
more). mX Media Exchange can be deployed as standalone 
or cloud-based, and is based on a modularized architecture 
for unmatched flexibility and scalability.

Advanced Metadata Editor and Management
Users can view, edit and manage a powerful set of technical and editorial metadata 
with the mX Media Exchange editor – Frame rate, duration of video (and duration of us-
able content), start frame, file name, file format, size, scanning and codec information, 
audio coding, and much more. For an efficient workflow, mX can automatically import 
metadata from remote sources such as Media Asset Management (MAM) systems, 
planning systems, and media files. mX can read and export metadata based on given 
or required metadata formats. For a quick lookup of files, they can be tagged and categorized. Because metadata is di-
rectly integrated with workflows, you can define rules which trigger decision-based workflows based on metadata input 
(FlowControl).

Workflow Builder
Build your own workflows with the graphical-based Workflow Builder to automate technical processes like transcoding 
and QC, or to notify users when their job has been completed. Orchestrate your existing tools and systems, trigger sys-
tems to take actions and share your data between different storage systems. With the latest new scripting feature, you 
can take control and enhance workflows to communicate with your own applications and transform existing scripts into 
one umbrella platform.

Preview Player
The mX Media Exchange preview player was developed to achieve a real-time view of video files, without the need of 
any browser plugins. The player also supports the selection of available audio channels in real-time and provides de-
muxing of streams. Users can also inspect all the metadata and audio levels of a file within the preview player.

Cloud-based Deployment Example
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3rd Party Systems Integration
mX Media Exchange provides many interfaces to 3rd party applications and systems such as file checkers, transfer 
systems (Aspera, Signiant, Tixel, etc.), transcoders, storage, wrappers and metadata servers. mX Media Exchange can 
be entirely controlled from external systems by Rest JSON or XML-based REST API. 

mX Media Exchange Feature Benefits
Multilingual The mX GUI supports multiple languages (English, German, Italian, French and Romansh).
Multi-Tenant mX can be used as a multi-tenant system.
Preview Player The preview player allows video files being watched on demand with additional information 

about metadata and audio levels. By using MPEG-DASH, no additional browser plugins are 
required.

Metadata Management Users can view and manage a powerful set of metadata for every media file, enhanced by auto-
mated metadata aggregation of technical and editorial metadata.

Hot Folder Monitor directories for new files and trigger workflows when arriving. Allows activation of auto-
matic metadata extraction and aggregation.

Local Upload & Download Upload or download files from mX. Optionally, they can be accelerated via Signiant Transfer 
API, or fallback HTTP transfer.

Download Link Generator Share your files via E-Mail. Create a link to the files and optionally protect it with a password or 
expiration date. Files can be downloaded via mX Portal and mX tracks all downloads.

Embedded FTP Server mX provided embedded FTP Server (i.e. for getting news from agencies). Inbound transfers 
can be monitored and trigger subsequent mX workflows.

Monitoring Track all ongoing processes and identify issues by inspecting detailed job information and 
available log files in the monitoring view. Add TODOs and notes for further analysis.

Advanced Error Handling mX provides automatic and manual job retries. By retriggering a process manually, users have 
the option to start from the beginning, or, in order to save time and ressources, let mX analyze 
the root cause and restart from the last successful executed job.

Reporting Customizable transfer reports that can include bar charts, spreadsheets, logos, and titles 
based on number of transfers, transferred volumes, etc. The generated reports can be ex-
ported as an Adobe PDF or various MS Excel formats.

Template-based E-Mail  
Notification

Create multilingual email templates which can be reused in workflows or by system notifications 
(daily notifications etc.)

Email Listings Create reusable mailing lists
Workflow / Builder Increase operational efficiency with drag & drop workflow design. Build custom workflows in 

order to automate technical processes.
Scripting Jobs Take control and enhance workflows to communicate with your own applications or reuse exist-

ing scripts.
Flow Control Define rules which trigger decision-based sub-workflows based on metadata input (FlowCon-

trol).
Rights Management Restrict administration rights, directory and workflow access for certain users and user groups. 

Create daily user passes for limited access.
System Configuration Configure the complete mX environment including storage, 3rd party systems, directories and 

much more.

House Keeping mX takes care of cleaning up directories. File lifetime can be configured per directory. 

3rd Party System Integration Increase efficiency with interfaces to your existing 3rd party applications and storage.

LDAP Interface Reduce user administration effort by importing users from your LDAP (e.g. Active Directory) 
and mapping LDAP groups to mX user groups.

REST API mX offers an easy to use REST API supporting JSON and XML-based communication for inte-
gration and automation by external systems.

Remote Location Access Worker modules enable secure connections with remote locations for file transfer.

Load Balancing & Server 
Failover

Enhances productivity and ensures high availability for mission-critical projects.

mX Portal Simplified media access providing download, upload and access to personalized download 
links. Optimized responsive GUI for mobile usage.
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About Dimetis
Streamlining Operations – For over 18 years Dimetis has developed world-class tools for Media Workflow Automation, 
Video Workflow Orchestration, OTT/Streaming Video Monitoring & Analysis, Broadcast Resource Scheduling, NFV/SDN 
Orchestration and much more. Dimetis is a truly agnostic vendor, interfacing and working with all vendors, hardware or 
software.

The Dimetis global installed base of customers include such broadcasters as ARD and ZDF in Germany, as well as RAS 
and Rai Way in Italy and network operators AT&T, A1 Telekom Austria GlobeCast France, GTT (USA & Europe), Telstra 
Australia, and Telenor Norkring Norway.

Dimetis is a member of the SVG (Sport Video Group), Intel Network Builders, TMF, IETF, ETSI NFV, EBU, IABM, FKTG & 
SMPTE bodies, which are dedicated to defining functional requirements and standards for the next generation networks 
and emerging architectures.

Contact
Germany (HQ) +49 6074 3010 0
Global Sales +49 6074 3010 409

info@dimetis.com
www.dimetis.com
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